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Abstract
This thesis consists of two parts: 1) a result of the rationality of channel capacity for
theM -ary (d,k) constraint, and 2) a software package which has been designed to aid in
the development of efficient, high density channel encoders for M -ary (d, k) constrained
recording code. It has been written for the platforms of IBM PC or PC compatible and
Sun Workstations. The designed software in this thesis involves three steps. The first step
is to calculate the capacity of a RLL code after the user has chosen (M,d,k) . The channel
capacity specifies the maximum ratio of information ( p ) bits/codeword ( q ) bits
achievable in implementing these codes and gives options of code choice for any specific
task. The second step is to find a code efficiency r\ = RI C by choosing p and q , and
display the state transition matrix of finite state transition diagram and finite state
transition diagram of the code. The last step is to aid the user in the generation of a code,
by using state splitting algorithm of R. Adler, D. Coppersmith and M. Hassner [10].
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Coding techniques are widely used in digital recording devices, such as the digital video
and audio compact disk, floppy disk drives and electrical and optic links between various
digital machines. The coding techniques include coding equipment and coding methods.
The coding methods are used in communication systems to improve the reliability and
efficiency of the communication channel. The reliability is commonly expressed in terms
of the probability of receiving the wrong information, that is, the probability that the
information differs from what was originally transmitted. Error control is concerned with
techniques of delivering information from a source (the sender) to a destination (the
receiver) with a minimum of errors. As such it has its roots in information theory and
goes back to the pioneering work of Shannon [2]. The fundamental theorem of
information theory states that "it is possible to transmit information through a noisy
channel at any speed less than the channel capacity with an arbitrarily small probability of
error". On the other hand, if the transmission speed exceeds the channel capacity, the
error probability cannot be reduced to zero. Information theory partitions the coding
problem into two main categories: source and channel coding. Source coding is, roughly
speaking, a technique to reduce the source symbol rate by removing the redundancy in the
source signal. A convenient definition of channel coding is: The technique of reliability
despite shortcomings of the channel, while making efficient use of the channel capacity.
In essence, the tenets of information theory show that a stationary channel can be made
arbitrarily reliable given that a fixed fraction of the channel is used for redundancy.
In digital recording systems, channel encoding is commonly accomplished in two
successive steps: (a) error correction code and (b) recording (or modulation) code. The
various coding steps are visualized in Figure 1-1, which shows a block diagram of a
possible recording system of this kind. Error-correction is realized by systematically
adding extra symbols to the conveyed message. These extra symbols make it possible for
the receiver to detect and correct some of the errors that may occur in the received
message. A recording code plays a variety of important roles. Its purpose is to improve
the performance of the system by matching the characteristics of the recorded signals to
those of the channel. In other words, it accepts the bit stream (extra bits added by the
error correction system included) as its input and converts the stream to a waveform
suitable for the specific recorder requirements. The object of the recording code is to
bring structure into a data stream that is generally not present in the information supplied
by the user.
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Figure 1-1: Block diagram of recording system.
Most magnetic and optical recording system use saturation-type media where the input to
the recording channels is a two-level waveform (binary). In saturation recording a number
of factors and channel constraints determine the recording code, such as detection
method, timing generation and recovery, and channel bandwidth. Many magnetic and all
optical recording systems use peak detection [1] during the readback step to recover the
information. However, the recording channel has imperfections, such as thermal noise
generated by the electronic circuits and noise arising from magnetic properties of the disk
medium can corrupt the readback signal, leading to spurious peaks as well as shifted
positions of the genuine peaks. To compensate for these effects, at least in part,
enhancements to peak detection the addition of a threshold (clip level) and the tracking of
peak polarities have been used. Another major problem is the intersymbol interference
(ISI) of neighboring pulses. Magnetic transitions, or recording symbols
"1"
which are
written too close to one another have an interfering effect during readback that can both
reduce the amplitude of the pulse as well as shift the peak position. On the other hand, if
the transitions are written too far apart, the clock recovery circuit will not be receiving
adequate information to maintain synchronization with the recorded bits.
These detection error mechanisms are combated by the use of data coding techniques.
Two distinct kinds of codes are typically used. A recording code is used to guarantee that
the recorded bit sequence code does not suffer from the problem described above, namely
runs of symbols
"0" between consecutive symbols "1" which are either too short or too
long. Even with an appropriate recording code, detection errors may still occur as a result
of channel noise, producing an unacceptable error rate at the desired data density. The
second kind of code is an error-correcting (also called error control) code (ECC), use
redundant bits which have been added to the original user date to detect, locate and
correct all remaining errors with very high probability of success.
1.2 Introduction ofRLL Code
A widely used constraint for the peak detection channel in recording system is called run-
length-limited code (RLL) or (d,k) constraint. (d,k) represent minimum and
maximum number of symbols
"0" between consecutive symbols "1" respectively in the
allowable code strings. The parameter d controls high frequency content in the associated
write current signals, and so reduces the effect of intersymbol interference. The parameter
k controls low frequency content, and ensures frequent information for the clock
synchronization loop. In order to construct a simple, efficient recording codes which the
peak detector can more easily recovered correctly, the code rate is a very important
parameter in RLL codes.
The conversion of arbitrary strings to constrained (d,k) strings could be accomplished as
follows. Pick a codeword length q . List all the string of length q which satisfy the (d, k)
constraint. If there are at least 2P such strings, assign an unique codeword to each of the
2P possible binary input words of length p. This kind of code mapping is commonly
referred to block code. The ratio, of input word length p to codeword length q is called
the code rate, here we use R = plq. Shannon proved that the rate R of a constrained
code cannot exceed a quantity [2], here referred to as the Shannon capacity C , that
depends only on the constraint but can be arbitrarily close to the capacity. Since there are
only
2q
unconstrained binary strings of length q , there will be less than this number of
constrained codewords. Therefore, the rate must satisfy R<\. In fact, there is a
maximum achievable rate called capacity C . According to Shannon's information theory,
the rate R of any code mapping for that constraint must satisfy R = p I q < C . In other
word, if a code has a rate
R = plq
is close to C , then that code is called efficient, so the code efficiency
y\ = RIC
Example 1-1: (d,k) = (2,11), M = 2 and R = 1/2 RLL code. This code was invented
by Jacoby[3], is also called 3PM code. The encoding is explained by look up Table 1.1.
C * 0.545 > R = 0.50 , r| = R / C 91.74% . Because the information data block length
p = 3, the number of constrained codewords must greater or equal than 2P which is 8 in
this case.
Data Codeword
000 000010
001 000100
010 010000
Oil 010010
100 001000
101 100000
110 100010
111 100100
Table 1-1. Basic coding table (2, 1 1) RLL code.
As we may notice from Table 1-1, the right-head boundary position is occupied by "0"s
in all codewords. If the juxtaposition of codewords would offend the d = 2 condition, that
is, if both the symbol at position 5 of the present codeword and the symbol at position 1
of the next codewors are "1", the "merging" symbol at position 6 is set to "1" and
symbols at position 1 and 5 are set to "0". The encoding logic can be very simple by
implementing the described merging rule.
The capacity C we used in the example will be discussed in next chapter.
1.3 FSTD of M -ray (d,k ) constraint
While there has been a great deal of coding work in (d,k ) codes for binary recording
channelsfl] there is very little work in nonbinary runlength ( M -ary, M > 3) constrained
coding for recording channels [4,5,6]. Until recently there were no optical or magnetic
media that permitted multiamplitude input waveforms (M > 3) while maintaining
channel linearity. Now that such a channel is being used, we can design codes that exploit
the multi-amplitude capability of the media, a larger information density on the channel
can be achieved.
The finite state transition diagram (FSTD) has been used to represent any M -ray (d, k)
(when M = 2 , is binary) constraint by using a finite number of states and edges, and edge
labels containing a finite number of symbols. Figure 1-2 shows the FSTD.
M-l
Figure 1-2. Finite State Transition Diagram for a M -ary (d,k) constraint code.
The FSTD consists a graph with k + 1 nodes, called states, and directed edges between
them, called state transitions represented by arrows, it indicates each edge can be
traversed in only one direction. The edges labeled with channel bits, and distinct edges
that have the same starting and ending states will always have distinct labels. Self-loops
are the edges that start and end at the same state. The adjacency matrix is defined as state
transition matrix T which gives the number ofways of going (in one step) from state ai
to state cij . The matrix is a (k + 1) x (k + 1) array T with entries i\. which is the number
of edges from state i to state j in FSTD, where
f,0=l,2,...,M-l i>d,
ttj=l, 7 = 1 + 1,
hj=o, elsewhere.
Then the transition matrix for k < o as illustrated:
T =
0 1 0 0 0
M-l 0 1 0 0
M-l 0 1
M-l 0
There are (k + 1) states. The transmission of a "0" takes the sequence from state 0 to state
j + 1 , a
"
1,2, . . . , M - 1
"
may be transmitted from state d,...,k.
As a example, we can write the FSTD and the corresponding transition matrix for
(M,d,k) = (4,1,3) constraints:
the transition matrix is:
Figure 1-3. FSTD for (4,1,3) constraint code.
r=
0 1 0
3 0 1 0
3 0 0 1
3 0 0 0_
The finite-state machine model allows us to compute the capacity, and it is very helpful to
compute the number of sequences that start and end in certain states. The q -step state-
transition matrix whose ij -th entries that give the number of distinct sequences from state
i to state j that are q symbols long. If the single step state-transition matrix is T , then
the q -step state-transition matrix equals
Tq which is the number of sequences is given
by the ij -th entry of V .
1.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have given an introduction to the problem of coding for an ( M,d,k )
constrained channel. In the next chapter we will give a result on the rationality of the
capacity for all (M,d,k ) constraints. This result is important, because as we will see with
the state splitting algorithm presented later, constraints with rational capacity have the
potential of having 100% efficient (i.e. capacity - achieving) codes.
Chapter 2
On the capacity of M-ary ( d,k ) codes
In this chapter a result on the capacity of M -ary (d,k) codes is presented. This chapter
appeared in the IEEE Transactions on Information Theory [23].
2.1 Introduction and Background
Traditional magnetic and optical recording employ saturation recording, where the
channel input is constrained to be a binary sequence satisfying run-length limiting (RLL)
or (d,k) constraints. A binary (d,k) sequence is one where the number of zeroes
between consecutive ones is at least d and at most k .
If a recording channel permitted an M level input waveform (M>3), a large
information density on the channel might be achieved. Until recently there were no
optical or magnetic media that permitted multi-amplitude waveforms while maintaining
channel linearity. The recording media in [9] supports unsaturated, M-ary (M>3)
signaling while requiring that run-length-limiting constraints be satisfied. Assuming an
M-ary symbol alphabet, A = {0,1,...,M-l], M<o, an M-ary run-length-limited or
10
(M,d,k) sequence [12, 13] is one where at least d and at most k zeroes occur between
nonzero symbols. Binary (d, k) code are M -ary codes with M -2.
In [7] (and the applicable corrections in [8]) it was shown that for binary (d, k) codes,
there exist no 100-percent efficient codes. Specifically the Shannon capacity of all binary
RLL (d,k) constraints is irrational for all values of (d,k), 0<d<k<, and hence,
there exist no fixed rate codes that achieve capacity. In this chapter we prove two
propositions on (M,d,k) codes. First we show that for any integer M, 100-percent
efficient fixed-rate codes are impossible for all values of (d,k), 0<d<k< , therefore
extending [7] to the M-ary case. Secondly, unlike [7], for k = oo we show that there do
exist (an o number of) 100-percent efficient codes, and we construct three such codes
using the state splitting algorithm [10].
The RLL (M,d,k) constraint is often represented by a finite state transition diagram
(FSTD) G given (for <o) in Figure 2-1. The FSTD for the (M,d,k ) is shown in
Figure 2-2. Any sequence satisfying the (M,d,k ) constraint is conveniently described by
reading the labels off paths through G . Associated to the FSTD with k + 1 vertices is a
state-transition matrix T, a (k + 1) x (k + 1) matrix defined by T = [tij] where tr is the
number of edges in G from state i to state j .
11
M-l
Figure 2-1. The (M,d,k) constraint.
M-l
Figure 2-2. The (M,d,) constraint
Shannon [11] showed that if the FSTD G has distinct labels on the outgoing edges of
each state, the capacity of system S constrained by sequence from G is
C(S) = log2 X (bits per symbol) (2-1)
where X is the largest real eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix T , associated with G . An
equivalent statement [12] is that X is the largest real root of the characteristic equation
P(Z) =
zk^
-
zk+l
- (M - \)z*-*+l + M - 1 = 0 (2-2)
We have assumed base-2 logarithms in (2-1) because it is the most common case. While
this is assumed throughout, all results are extendible to non-base-2 logarithms.
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We consider fixed rate R = pl q encoders that map p user bits to q channel symbols
satisfying the (M,d,k ) constraints. The capacity C(S) is therefore an upper bound to all
achievable rates R , and the code efficiency r\ = R I C is the ratio of the actual coding rate
to the largest rate achievable. The code design problem is, for a fixed M, d, and k, to
construct a code that maps p user bits to q channel symbols satisfying (M,d,k)
constraints. It is desired that the code have rate close to C (i.e. r\ close to 1) with
reasonable complexity. Marcus [14] and Adler et. al. [10] developed a code construction
algorithm known as the state splitting algorithm for a broad class of constraints including
(d,k) and (M,d,k) constraints. The algorithm produces a code with a finite-state
machine encoder and sliding block (state independent) decoder at any rate R = p I q<C .
Code construction for binary codes has been addressed in [15] and for M-ary codes in
[9,13,16].
Table 2-1 lists some common M = 2 , (d,k) code capacities.
k d=0 d=l d=2 d=3 d=4 d=5 d=6
2 .8791 .4075
3 .9468 .5515 .2878
4 .9752 .6174 .4057 .2232
5 .9881 .6509 .4650 .3218 .1823
6 .9942 .6690 .4979 .3746 .2669 .1542
7 .9971 .6793 .5174 .4057 .3142 .2281 .1335
8 .9986 .6853 .5293 .4251 .3432 .2709 .1993
9 .9993 .6888 .5369 .4376 .3620 .2979 .2382
10 .9996 .6909 .5418 .4460 .3746 .3158 .2633
11 .9998 .6922 .5450 .4516 .3833 .3282 .2804
12 .9999 .6930 .5471 .4555 .3894 .3369 .2924
13 .9999 .6935 .5485 .4583 .3937 .3432 .3011
14 .9999 .6938 .5495 .4602 .3968 .3478 .3074
15 .9999 .6939 .5501 .4615 .3991 .3513 .3122
oo 1.0000 .6942 .5515 .4650 .4057 .3620 .3282
Table 2-1. The Capacity ofBinary (d,k) constraints.
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In the next section we review the key results of [7] and discuss their applicability to this
correspondence. In Section 3 we prove two propositions on the Shannon capacity of
(M,d,k) codes and in Section 4 construct three 100-percent efficient codes that have
low complexity encoders and decoders.
2.2 The Key Lemma
In this section we use a lemma from [7] (and the corrections to it in [8]) to determine the
rationality of (M,d,k) capacities. Before discussing the key lemma we give two
definitions which are also draw from [7].
Definition 1: A nonnegative nxn real matrix T is irreducible if, for any \<i,j<n,
there is an integer m such that
(r%>0. (2-3)
A directed graph G is irreducible if its state transition matrix T is irreducible.
Definition 2: The period of an irreducible nonnegative nxn real matrix T is the greatest
common divisor (gcd) of cycle lengths, that is,
gcd{fc:(T% > 0, for some i\ <i<n). (2-4)
The period of an irreducible directed graph G is the period of its state transition matrix.
The matrix T (or graph G ) is called aperiodic when the period is one. We now present
the key result from [7,8].
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Lemma 1 (Ashley and Siegel) : Let S be a constrained system of sequences, represented
by an irreducible FSTD G with distinct labels on the edges emanating from any single
state. For base b, let I be the largest nonnegative such that b = al for some positive
integer a . If the base b capacity of S satisfies
Cb(S) = plq (2-5)
where gcd( p I q ) = 1, then the period of G is a multiple of qlf, where t - gcd(l,q) .
Discussion. This lemma establishes a necessary condition on the periodicity of an FSTD
whose capacity is rational. Ashley and Siegel use this key lemma to prove, by
contradiction, that the capacity of binary (d, k) (aperiodic) constraint is irrational for all
(d,k), 0<d<k<. Thus since practical fixed rate codes operate at rational rates
R- p I q , there exist no 100-percent efficient binary (d,k) codes.
Note that for the (M,d,k ) constraint, its FSTD G is irreducible and aperiodic, which is
easily shown by noting that for any state i there is always a path (passing through state 0)
of no longer than d + k + 2 from state i to state i . Aperiodicity follows from the fact that
G contains cycles of (d + 1) and (d + 2) , and gcd(d + 1,d + 2) = 1 .
2.3 Capacity of M-ary (d,k) Codes
In this section we present two propositions that establish conditions on the rationality of
capacity of M -ary (d,k) codes.
The proofs rely heavily on Lemma 1, but are quite different than the proofs in [7]. Denote
15
the binary capacity of the ( M ,d , k ) constraint as C(M,d,k).
Proposition 1: C(M,d,k ) is irrational for all (M,d, k ), 0< d < k < ,M<.
Proof. By Lemma 1, if C(M, d,k) = pi q , then the periodicity of G is a multiple of
q 1 1 . Since t = gcd(l,q) and b =
2'
=
21
this implies t = 1 . Since G is aperiodic, q = 1 .
Therefore the largest eigenvalue of T must be of the form X-2plq =2P and it must be a
solution to the characteristic equation (2-2). We shall show that X = 2P cannot be a root
of (2-2) and hence, the capacity cannot be rational.
JfX = 2p is a root of
zk+2
_
zm
_ (M _ l)zk-d+l + M _ 1 = 0 (2_6)
then the product of the remaining roots - Y\= xt IS sucn tnat
2" = (M - 1). Substituting (|> into (2) yields
(2p)k+1 +2P
=0
2P(2pk+p +(])) = 0 (2-7)
Since 2P * 0 , (after collecting terms)
2pk(2p-l)-ty(2p(k-d+1)-l) = 0 (2-8)
which implies
16
2**(2"
-1)
(h =
z ^ ~v> (2-9)
Simplifying this expression, we get
2P*(2'-1)
<!> =
p(t-d+l) OP i TP2p+2"-l
)pk/r,p2"'C(2;,-1)
2p(2p(k~a)
-\) +
2p
-I
(2-10)
Since 2p(*"d) - 1 = (2P - l)(X,-"0 2"').
2pk(2"-\)
<l> =
...^k-d-i.
2p[(2p-l)(Xi.;o"2'")]+ (2''-l)
\pk
2'[(5^2")]+l
(2-11)
Using this form of <|> we recall that if 2P is a root of (2-2), then
<j)2p
= M - 1 , which
implies that
2p2pk
<t>2"=
. d_, , (2-12)
must be an integer. This is not possible since the denominator is odd, and there are no
odd factors of the numerator. Therefore
2P is not an eigenvalue of T and the capacity is
not rational. This completes the proof of the proposition.
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Discussion of Proposition 1. The proof of this proposition for non-base-2 capacities
proceeds similarly. When b = al and a is either odd, or even with no odd factors, the
proof is identical. When a is even and has odd factors, one more simplification step is
needed after (2-12) before the proof is complete.
Next we consider the case where k = o , namely the maximum run-length of zeroes is
unconstrained. An FSTD H for (M,d,k ) constraint is shown in Figure 2-2. It is easy to
show that H is irreducible and aperiodic. As before, the capacity is computed using the
largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix T of H , which is equivalent to finding the
largest positive root of the characteristic equation [6]
pM) = zd+l-zd-(M-l) = 0. (2-13)
Proposition 2: For any 0<d<o; and k = the set of M's for which C(M,d,) is
rational is { M:M = 2*(2P - 1) + 1, integer p>\}.
Proof: Since the FSTD for an (M,d,) constraint is irreducible and aperiodic, Lemma 1
applies and the largest real root of (2-13) has the form X = 2P . Substituting into (2-13)
yields
2pd(2p-\) =M-\ (2-14)
which implies (for any d > 0 and any integer p > 1 ) there exists an integer M satisfying
(2-13).
Discussion of Proposition 2. The proof of this proposition for non-base-2 capacities
proceeds similarly, and an expression for those M that have rational capacity can be
18
easily found for any d and base b .
Table 2-2 listed the capacity of M -ary ( d, k ) constraint.
(d,k) M=2 M=3 M=4 M=5 M=6 M=7 M=8
(0,2) .8791 1.5458 1.9820 2.3125 2.579 2.8037 2.9975
(0,3) .9470 1.5726 1.9957 2.3200 2.584 2.8068 2.9997
(1.3) .5515 .5255 1.1540 1.3210 1.4528 1.5622 1.6557
(1,7) .6793 .9962 1.2018 1.3563 1.4805 1.5847 1.6557
(2,7) .5174 .7470 .8895 .9942 1.0774 1.1465 1.2059
Table 2-2. The Capacity ofM-ary (d,k) constraints.
In the next section we invoke Proposition 2 and construct three new 100-percent efficient
codes.
2.4 Code Constructions
In this section we construct three 100-percent efficient, low complexity codes satisfying
the (3,1,o), (13,1, oo) and (5,2, oo) constraints using the state splitting algorithm which
will be discussed in the next chapter. For details on the state splitting algorithm see
[10,15].
A . (3,1,o) code: The FSTD for the (3,1, oo) is given in Figure 2-3
Figure 2-3. The (3,1, oo) constraint
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and the corresponding adjacency matrix is
T =
0 1
2 1
It is easy to show that the largest positive eigenvalue of T is X = 2 with corresponding
capacity C = log2 2 = 1. Choosing p = q - 1 , one can design a rate R = p I q = l = C
code via the state splitting algorithm. It is also easily show that an approximate
eigenvector v satisfying Tv > 2v is v =
(l,2)r
. By splitting state 1, a three-state encoder
results and is given in Figure 2-4. A sliding block decoder with sliding window four
symbols wide (corresponding to memory p = 2 and anticipations = 1) is sufficient.
Figure 2-4. The (3,1,) encoder.
B . (13,l,oo) code: the FSTD for the (13,l,o) is given in Figure 2-5
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12
Figure 2-5. The (13,1, oo) constraint
and corresponding adjacency matrix is
T =
0 1
12 1
with capacity C = 2 . Choosing p = 2, q = \ one can design a rate R = p I q = 2 = C
code. An approximate eigenvector v satisfying Tv > 4v is v =
(l,4)r
. By splitting state 1
into 4 states, a five-state encoder results and is given in Figure 2-6. It is easy to show that
a sliding block decoder with sliding window four symbols wide (corresponding to
memory p = 2 and anticipation a - 1 ) is sufficient.
1,4,7,10
3,6,9,12
Figure 2-6. The (13,l,oo) encoder.
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C . (5,2, oo) code: The FSTD for the (5,2,>) is given in Figure 2-7
Figure 2-7. The (5,2, oo) constraint
and the corresponding adjacency matrix is
T =
0 1
0 0 1
A 0 1_
with capacity C = 1 . Choosing p = q = 1 one can design a rate R = pi q = \ = C code.
An approximate eigenvector v satisfying Tv > 2v is v = (1,2,4)
T
. After two rounds of
splitting and some simple merging the five state encoder in Figure 2-8 results. A sliding
block decoder with a sliding window six symbols wide (corresponding to memory p-3
and anticipation a = 2 ) is sufficient.
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0/1, 1/3
0/2, 1/4
Figure 2-8. The (5,2, oo) encoder.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have shown that the results on the irrationality of capacity of binary
RLL constraints of [7] can be extended to M-ary (d,k) constraints only when k< .
When k = oo there exist many (M,d,k) constraints. Three such codes were constructed
and shown to have simple encoders and sliding block decoders.
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Chapter 3
CodingMethod
3.1 Storage Density D
The coding efficiency can also be measured by its storage density D (in bits/unit area).
For M -ary runlength constrained recording channel, the peak/edge detection may be used
in order to increase the rate at which symbols are stored on the disk and use a code that
ensures minimum and maximum mark width/spacing constraints are satisfied. The marks
are constrained in minimum and maximum width denoted Tmin and Tmax . The minimum
mark length constraint arises from the read and write processes, where we can neither
read nor write marks smaller than TmiB . In systems that use peak detection, the maximum
mark constraint Tmax is required to maintain system timing since timing is derived from
transitions in the stored data. Specifically, channel bits are written every T < Tmin that
satisfy the minimum and maximum mark widths each conveying R information
bits/channel bit. Signaling faster on the disk improves the symbol density on the disk, but
imposing constraints on the symbol sequences reduces the possible encoding rate R .
It is common to define the symbol interval T such that 7\n = (d + Y)T for some finite
integer d and rmax = (k + \)T for some finite integer k . To satisfy T^ and T
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constraints, the encoder must produce a run of at least d + \ and at most k + \ O's
between consecutive nonzero symbols. The bit density D in bit/area is computed as
D = bl vTW , where b is the number of bits stored during time T on a disk rotating at
speed v and track width W . Assuming a normalized product vW - 1 , the lineal density
(often called density ratio) D-bIT (in bits/sec) will be our measure of performance.
Since the code produces (d + 1) symbols/ Tmin , each conveying R bits/symbol, it follows
that
D=(fW
(into/7^) (3-1)
min
Since the constrained capacity C is a fundamental upper bound to R given constraints
M , d , and k . The largest bit density Dc achievable by any code satisfying the M
?try{d,k) constraint is
T. T
nun nun
We made Table 4 to demonstrate the resulting achievable densities Dc for selected values
of M , d and k . The table entries for M = 2 correspond to conventional binary
recording channels.
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fd.k, M=2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
(1,3) 1.10 1.85 2.30 2.64 2.90 3.12 3.31 3.47 3.62 3.87 4.26
(1,7) 1.35 1.99 2.40 2.71 2.96 3.16 3.34 3.50 3.64 3.89 4.27
(2,7) 1.55 2.24 2.66 2.98 3.23 3.43 3.61 3.77 3.91 4.15 4.52
(2,15) 1.65 2.28 2.69 2.99 3.24 3.44 3.62 3.77 3.91 4.15 4.53
(3,8) 1.70 2.42 2.86 3.18 3.43 3.64 3.82 3.98 4.12 4.35 4.73
(3,10) 1.78 2.47 2.89 3.21 3.45 3.66 3.84 3.99 4.13 4.37 4.74
(4,9) 1.81 2.56 3.01 3.33 3.59 3.80 3.98 4.14 4.28 4.52 4.90
(4,15) 1.99 2.67 3.09 3.40 3.65 3.88 4.03 4.18 4.31 4.55 4.92
(5,10) 1.89 2.66 3.13 3.46 3.72 3.93 4.12 4.28 4.42 4.66 5.04
(5,15) 2.10 2.80 3.24 3.55 3.82 4.01 4.18 4.33 4.47 4.70 5.07
(6,13) 2.10 2.86 3.31 3.64 3.89 4.10 4.28 4.44 4.58 4.82 5.19
(7,14) 2.17 2.94 3.40 3.74 4.00 4.21 4.39 4.55 4.69 4.93 5.30
(7,22) 2.37 3.07 3.50 3.82 4.06 4.27 4.44 4.60 4.73 4.97 5.33
Table 3-1. Achievable densities (in bits I Tmin )Dc for M -ray (d, k) codes
It is evident that a M-ary (d,k) constrained code can increase the storage density
significantly. Such like (d,k ) = (1,3) constrained code, when M = 2 , the density value is
1.10, when M = 4 , the density value change to 2.30. But the increase in bit density due to
M -ary signaling may be offset by an increased error probability. Namely, while one often
assumes the M = 2 saturation channel is noiseless or nearly noiseless, the general M -ary
channel is noisy, especially when M is large.
3.2 Three CodingMethods
There are a variety techniques are very useful to produce runlength-limited sequences in
the practical way. Here we introduce some methods:
1. Fixed-length (d,k ) codes
One of the many methods that has proved very successful for the conversion of arbitrary
source information into constrained sequences is called block codes. But before we
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introduce block codes, first let us address a method of counting the number of sequences
of a certain length which comply with given ( d, k ) constraints [17].
Let Nd (n) denote the number of distinct (d ) sequences of length n and define
Nd(n) = 0,
NAO) = U
n<0,
The number of (d ) sequences of length n > 0 is fund with the recursive relations [12]
Nd(n) = n + l, \<n<d + l,
Nd(n) = Nd{n-\) +Nd(n-d-\), n>d + \.
By using above functions, we get a table of Nd (n) which is the number of ( d ) sequence
length n :
n= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
d= 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55 89 144 233 377 610 987
2 2 3 4 6 9 13 19 28 41 60 88 129 189 277
3 2 3 4 5 7 10 14 19 26 36 50 69 95 131
4 2 3 4 5 6 8 11 15 20 26 34 45 60 80
5 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 12 16 21 27 34 43 55
Table 3-2. Number of distinct ( d ) sequences as a function of the sequence length n and the minimum
runlength d as a parameter.
The number of (d,k) sequences of length n can be found in a similar way. Let
N(n) denote the number of sequences of length n . Define
N(n) = 0,
/Y(0) = 1 .
n<0.
The number of (dk ) sequences of length n is get by:
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N(n) = n + l, l<n<d + l,
N(n) = N(n-l) +N(n-d-l), d + l<n<k,
N(n) = d + k + l-n +^N(n -i-l) , k <n<d + k,
i=d
k
N(n) = ^N(n-i-l), n>d + k.
i=d
The idea in block codes is that the source sequences are partitioned into blocks of length
p , and under the code rules such blocks are mapped onto words of q channel symbols.
A code may be state dependent if the codeword used to represent a given source block is
a function of the channel or encoder state, or the code may be state independent if the
codewords can be freely concatenated without violating the sequence constraints, a set of
such codewords is called self-concatenable. This additional restriction leads to codes that
are more complex in terms of hardware than state-dependent codes for a given bit-per
symbol value. However in some instances, state independence may yield advantages in
error propagation limitation. This last property is guaranteed by the state splitting
algorithm.
Example 3-1: We use M = 2 (1, oo) block code, let source blocks length p = 3 , the
length of codewords q = 5 , the number of output codeword is 2P =
23
= 8 , Table 3-3
gives the block code:
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Source Output
000 00000
001 00001
010 00010
Oil 00100
100 00101
101 01000
110 01001
111 01010
Table 3-3. Fixed-Length d = 1 Code.
The FSTD is:
Figure 3-1. The (2,1, oo) constraint.
0 1
T5
=
3 5
1 1 5 8
T =
The code rate Ris pi q = 3l 5< C(l, oo) = 0.6942 , the code efficiency r\ is
r\ =
R 0.6
C(d,k) 0.6942
0.8643
The codewords have been allotted to the source words in an arbitrary fashion and
evidently other assignments might be chosen instead. It is straightforward to generalize
the preceding implementation example to encoders that generate sequences with an
arbitrary value of the minimum runlength. To that end choose some appropriate
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codeword length n, set the first d symbols of each codeword to "0". The number of
codewords that meet the given runlength condition is Nd (n - d) by using Table 3-2.
2.Fixed-length Codes ofMinimum Length
The idea in fixed-length codes of minimum length is to find a subset of the channel states,
referred to as principal states, of any of which there are exist a sufficient number of
sequences of length n terminating at other principal states [18]. The existence of a set of
principal states is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a code with
specified rate and codeword length. By using Franaszek's technique of successive
elimination [19], we can determine the existence of a set of principal states through
operations on the adjacent matrix.
Franaszek's recursive elimination algorithm:
Let the source word length p and codeword length q be given, the specified (d,k)
define a set of channel states denoted by jT = {a, } . Let ^
*
be the set of states that have
not been eliminated yet, let [71? denote the entries of Tq , a( e^
*
be a state to be
tested by Franaszek's algorithm, the number \|/(a(.,^ *) of (d,k ) sequences of length
q permitted from at and terminating in state a}. e^
*
is given by
V(fl,.X*) = 2lT]S' v = {j:aje"~},
if \|/(a,.,^ *) <
2"
, ai is eliminated from ^
*
, starting with ^
*
~ X ' tne algorithm
is continued until either all states have been eliminated, or untill the routine goes through
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the complete cycle of remaining states without further elimination. In the latter case, for
any a, e *,
y(ai,Z*)>2p,
therefore ^T * is the set of principal states.
An approximate eigenvector is employed to express the above inequality, let
v = (v, , . . . , vk_l ) , v e {0,1} , be a vector with binary elements,
rv>2pv.
For a given code rate R- p I q<C(d,k) , the existence of such an eigenvector v is
guaranteed by the Perron-Frobenius theory of nonnegative matrices [20].
Example 3-2: Let (M, d, k ) = (2, 1 ,3), Capacity C = 0.55 , for p = 1 , q = 2
Stepl: q = \
T =
0 1 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
the FSTD of (2,1,3) constraint is
Figure 3-2. The ( 2,1,3) constraint
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Step2: q = 2 , the adjacency matrix is follow, and the second power of FSTD is shown in
Figure 3-3.
T2
=
1 0 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
r*l
Figure 3-3. Second power of FSTD in Figure 3-2.
R = pi q = l/2<C = 0.5515 , the code efficiency r| is
r\ =
R 0.5
C(d,k) 0.5515
0.907
Use of the successive elimination algorithm indicates that state a4 has to be deleted. The
principal states area, , a2, a3, the approximate eigenvector v = ( 1,1,1,0)
T
.
From this example, we noticed that this method does not guarantee finding a code for any
pi q<C , (when p = 1 and q - 1 , there is no v could satisfy Tqv >
2"
v ). The algorithm
determines p and q, in other word, p and q are determined by finding v, where
v. e{0,l} such that Tqv>2pv.
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3. Look-Ahead Encoding Technique
A block code is said to be look-ahead if the encoding and decoding of a current block
may depend on upcoming symbols, it is also called future-dependent coding. This
technique has been used to produce several practical and efficient RLL codes. The code
design is guided by the approximate eigenvector inequality. We have the code rate
R p I q < C(d,k) , where p and q, p < q , are positive integers, an approximate
eigenvector v is a nonnegative integer vector, but not necessarily binary valued,
satisfying
r"v>2pv.
If the matrix Tq does not have a submatrix with row sums at least 2P , then some
component v will be larger than unity look-ahead is required. If X is the largest positive
eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix T, then by the Perron-Frobenius theory, there are
exists a vector v whose entries v,. are integers satisfying above inequation, We useAdler
et. al. 's algorithm [10] which is an approach to finding the vector.
Choose an initial vector v(0) whose entries are vr(0) -L, where L is a nonnegative
integer. Define:
v<-+I)=min(vIf"),(2-"|;[r] v]B)))
fl=1 a
let
v^v(u),
where u is the first integer such that v(u+1) = v(M), if v = 0, means that an approximate
eigenvector has been found. If v > 0 , means there is no solution, then increase L and
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start from the top again. There are may be multiple solutions for the vector v . The choice
of the vector may affect the complexity of the code so constructed. The largest component
of v determines the maximum look-ahead span. If the component of v are all
"0"
and
"l"s, no look-ahead is required, and we may immediately construct the encoder by using
the technique as outlined in the previous section.
Example 3-3: Let (M, d, k ) = (4,1,3), C = 1.15, p=\ and q=\, the FSTD is shown in
Figure 3-4, the adjacency matrix is:
Figure 3-4. The (4,1,3) constraint
0 1 0
3 0 1 0
3 0 0 1
3 0 0 0_
T =
R = p I q = 1 < C = 1.15 , the code efficiency r\ is
R 1
r| =
C(d,k) 1.15
0.87.
We need find an approximate eigenvector v that satisfies
where v, 6 {1,2,...},rIv>21v
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but there is no {0,1} vector v that gives Tlv > 2'v . By using Adler's algorithm, we can
getv = [l,2,2,l]r,
7V =
0 10 0 1 2 1 2
3 0 10
3 0 0 1
2
2
=
5
4
>2
2
2
=
4
4
3 0 0 0 1 3 1 2
the approximate eigenvector is v = [l,2,2,l]r
3.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we have given coding efficiency and three coding methods for a(M,d,k)
constrained channel. In the next chapter we will introduce state splitting algorithm and
the application of this algorithm.
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Chapter 4
State Splitting
In this chapter we describe the state splitting algorithm [10]. This algorithm is a
constructive procedure for designing constrained codes with rational rates below capacity.
In other words, it is a constructive procedure for designing codes that operate arbitrarily
close to the maximum achievable density Dc. This algorithm forms the heart of the
computer program presented in Chapter 5 and is the central part of this thesis.
4.1 State Splitting
In this section we will describe the state splitting algorithm and the application of the
algorithm, we will use the symbol G as the directed graph with a finite number of states
and edges, the symbol V(G) to denote the set of states of G and the symbol E(G) to
denote the set of edges of G . Before introducing these methods, we need to introduce
some terminology.
In FSTD, if the outgoing edges of each state are labeled distinctly, the FSTD is called
deterministic. Figure 4- 1(a) shows the FSTD is deterministic, Figure 4- 1(b) is not. For
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every state i , all of the paths of length a + 1 that start at / and generate the same
sequence begin with the same edge, we say the FSTD has local anticipation a . Finite
local anticipation means the FSTD has local anticipation a for some nonnegative integer
a . A FSTD if it has the property that there is always a path in G from any specified
starting state i to any specified destination state j , is called irreducible. A FSTD is
reducible if it is not irreducible. Figure 4- 1(a), (b) are irreducible, Figure 4-2(a), (b) are
reducible FSTD
*> <^
lJ
(a)
Figure 4-1. (a) FSTD for RLL (0,1). (b) Another FSTD for RLL (0,1).
0
i^l C2
(b)
Figure 4-2. (a) Reducible FSTD for unconstrained binary sequences.
(b) Irreducible components
As described before, a rate pi q finite state encoder will generate a sequence composed
of length - q codewords (q blocks), that belongs to the desired, constrained system, we
define such FSTD as 4-th power of G, G" , The FSTD Gq has the exact same set of
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states as G , but each edge in Gq corresponds to a path of length q in G , and the edge
label is the q block generated by that path. If G has finite local anticipation, so does
Gq, but sometimes the q -th power of an FSTD G will not be irreducible even if G is.
As Figure 4-3(a) shows a irreducible FSTD G , and Figure 4-3(b) shows G2, it has two
irreducible components.
(a)
Figure 4-3. (a) FSTD for a particular charge constraint
(b) FSTD for second power of FSTD in (a).
After we choose an achievable rate R = p/q<C(S) encoder for S, for the q -th power of
G , it or a sub-FSTD K must have outdegree at least
2P at each state, ifwe use adjacency
matrix Tq for G9, this condition can be represented by the matrix inequality (4-1)
Tqv>2pv (4-1)
the vector v is called an (Tq ,2p) approximate eigenvector, the inequality is called an
approximate eigenvector inequality Tgv > 2p v . If v has components equal to 0, delete
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the states in Gq as well as their incident edges, producing a sub-FSTD K with new
eigenvector
v'
. Two examples are illustrated below.
Example 4-1: (M,d,k ) = (2,0,1) constraint with capacity C = 0.6942, p = 2, q = 3, the
FSTD is shown in Figure 4-4, the third power of adjacency matrix is:
r3
=
'3 2
2 1
Figure 4-4. The (2,0,1) constraint.
T3v =
'3
2T2'
2 11
>2"v = 4
so the vector v = [2,
l]r is an ( T3 . 4)-approximate eigenvector.
Example 4-2: (M,d,k) = (2,1,3) constraint with p = 1 , q = 2, FSTD is shown in
Figure 4-5, the second power of adjacency matrix is:
r2
=
1 0 1
0"
1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
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Figure 4-5. The (2,1,3) constraint
eigenvector v = [1, 1, 1, 0], therefore we eliminate row 4 and column 4. Then the new
sub-FSTD matrix K obtained as show (4-2) with new eigenvector v'=[l, 1, 1]. It
satisfies:
K =
"1 0
1 1 0
1 1 0
"1 0 1 T ~2 T
1 1 0 1 = 2 >2"v' = 1
1 1 0_ _1_ _2_ 1
Kv'
=
The State-SplittingAlgorithm begins with a FSTD for given values of M , d and k . The
FSTD is as a "first-power" graph G . An adjacency matrix T for G is found as a ( k + 1 )-
by-( k + 1 ) matrix whose entry ttj is the number of edges from state i to state j in G .
The constraint capacity C is get from C = log2 X that we described in section 2. Given
C , we can select any rate R = p I q<C by appropriate choices of integers p and q .
The integer q determines the
"power"
of G from which the encoder will be constructed.
The graph Gq is obtained by considering all walks of length q on the first power graph
G , noting only the initial and final states. The resulting graph has the same states as G ,
but edges labeled with a q -block meaning a length- <? walk on the first-power graph
indicating the length of codewords. The adjacency matrix of Gq is easily found to be
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Tq
. We construct the finite state encoder from Gq via a series of state splitting and
merging guided by an approximate eigenvector v .
The approximate eigenvector is a ( k + 1 ) dimensional, integer component vector
v =
(v0,...,vt)r
satisfying A9v>2pv(we use adjacency matrix
A" to represent Gq ).
Normally, the finite state encoder can be constructed by a series of splitting alone, where
v(. gives the total number of states into which state i of Gq is split. For many constraints,
however, this results in an encoder with a large number of encoder states.
The state splitting algorithm guarantees the existence of a state-independent sliding block
decoder that decodes a q -block using a sliding window of(m + a + l) q -blocks. The
parameters a and m are determined during the encoder construction. We do not discuss
the decoding techniques here, roughly speaking, the anticipation a is determined by the
number of state splitting and the memory m depends on k, q and the number of state
merging. Since larger window lengths result in larger lookup tables, (m + a + 1 ) should be
small to reduce the decoding table size. Usually we use both state splitting and merging
techniques to reduce the number of states, perform as little splitting as possible to keep
the anticipation a small. The conditions under which state splitting or merging can be
implemented depend on v and Gq and will be introduced in this section.
Example 4-3: For RLL (2,0,1), the FSTD is shown in Figure 4-4.
Capacity C = 0.6942, let p = 2, and q = 3, then R = p/q = 2l3~ 0.666 < C = 0.6942,
construct the qth power of T
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r3
=
'3 2
2 1
Since 2P = 4 , each row sum should be equal or great than 4, therefore the approximate
eigenvector v =
(2,1)T
, the second power of ( 2,0,1 ) is shown in Figure 4-6.
T3v =
011,101,111
"3
2" "2" "8"
>22v = 4
"2"
U lj|_lj l5\ |_ 1 J
010,110
110
101,111
Figure 4-6. Second power of (2,0,1) constraint.
Example 4-4: M-4,(d,k)= (1,3) code, capacity C = 1.15 , choose p-l, and q = l,
R = pl q = lll = l<C = 1.15 , FSTD is shown in Figure 3-4.
r =
0 1 0
0"
3 0 1 0
3 0 0 1
3 0 0 0_
By using Adler, Coppersmith and Hassner's algorithm, we get v =
(l,2,2,l)r
that satisfies
T"v>2pv,
Tv =
0 10
0" "1"
'2
"2"
3 0 10
3 0 0 1
2
2
=
5
4
>2v =
4
2
3 0 0 0_ _1_ _3_ _2_
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After splitting, the total number of state will be the summation of v,. . In this case, it will
be 1+2+2+1=6 states. Since the state splitting algorithm involves an iterative application
of fundamental FSTD transformation that will allow us to create from Gq a new FSTD
representing
Sq
. The procedure culminates in an FSTD representing
Sq that satisfies the
desired rowsum condition.
Before we introduce the basic splitting method, we need introduce some common words
used in splitting procedure.
State weight is the eigenvector value of the state, outgoing edge is the codewords
generated from the state, each individual codeword is delicate by edge label .
Let i be a state in the FSTD H , and let Ei be the set of outgoing edges from state i . Let
E, = /u2,- (4-2)
be a partition of Ei into two disjoint sets. This partition is used to define a new FSTD 77'
that changes the local picture to define a new FSTD, 77' that changes the local picture
around state i . The set of states of 77', V(H'), consists of all states F[15] in 77, as well
as two new states denoted il and i2 :
V(H,) = {jeV(H)\j*i}v{il,i2] (4-3)
The states i, and i2 are called descendant states of state i , and i is called the parent state
of i, and i2. A state in V(77) that is not split is the parent state of the corresponding state
V(H').
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The interconnections in 77' that do not involve state ix and i2 are inherited from 77 . That
is, if there is an edge e from state j to state k in 77, (which j, ki) there is a
corresponding edge in
77'
. For edges involving state i , we consider three cases:
Case T. Let edge e in 77 start at a state j<i and terminate in state / . This edge is
replicated in 77' to produce two edges ex, from j to /, , and e2, from j to i2.
Case 2: Let edge e in 77 start at state i and terminate in state j*i. and suppose e
belongs to the set
.*
in the partition of Er In
77'
there is a corresponding edge from
state ik to state j .
Case 3: Let edge e be a self-loop at state i in H, and suppose that e belongs to Ei . In
77'
there will be two edges from state ik corresponding to e , one to state i, , the other to
state i2.
In general, a state splitting of state i may involve partitions into any number TV of
subsets, (TV < vi ). A generalized splitting begins with a partition of Et into TV disjoint
subsets
Ei = Ei1u...uENi (4-4)
From the partition, we derive a new FSTD 77'. The set of states V(H ) consists of all
states j * i in 77, as well as descendant states *',,..., iN. The outgoing edges from state i
in 77 are partitioned among its descendant states, according to (4-3), and incoming edges
to state i in 77 are replicated in
77'
to each of the TV descendant state.
As with states, we refer to descendant edges in
77'
and parent edges in 77 . In all cases, the
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edge label of an edge in 77' is the edge label of its parent edge in 77 .
Example 4-5. Using Example 4-4' s case, v = (l,2,2,lf , look at the FSTD, we can see
that
State 0 has weight 1 which means v0 = 1 , the total number of outgoing edge (i.e. the total
number of codewords) State 0 generated is 1 < 2p -
21
, the edge label is e0 .
State 1 has weight 2, and total 4 outgoing edges they are e0 , ex , e2, and e3 .
State 2 has weight 2, and total 4 outgoing edges which are e0 , ex , e2 , and e3 .
State 3 has weight 1, and total 3 outgoing edges which are ex , e2 , and e3 .
Since State 1 has weight 2, it will be splitted to 2 states, same as State 2. According to
basic splitting, we get a new FSTD
77'
and V(77'),
1,2,3
Figure 4-7. The basic v-consistent state splitting of (4,1,3) constraint.
The new eigenvector is V(H ) - (1,1,1,1,1,1) , the new FSTD 77' has six states.
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In Figure 4-7, we have partitioned the set of edges Ex into subsets Ex = {1,2,3} and
,2
= {0}, and the set of edges E2 into subsets E2 = {2,3} and E2 = {0,1}, where we
are representing the edges by their labels. The State 1 splits into two states: State 1 1 and
State 12, and The State 2 splits into two states: State 21 and State 22, according to the
partition. The State 1 1 and State 12 have the same incoming edge e0 , the State 0 now has
two outgoing edges e0 to State 11 and State 12, there are at least two outgoing edges
from each states, we get H'V(H') > 2"V , ( v' is V(77')).
There are several propositions for the application of state splitting, we introduce them
here.
Proposition 1:
1) The system of sequences generated by paths in 77' is exactly the same as system
generated by 77.
2) If 77 represents the constrained system S with local anticipation a , then
77' is a
representation of S with local anticipation at most a + 1 .
3) If 77 is irreducible, so is
77'
.
Proposition 2:
1) The FSTS
77' has one more state than 77 .
2) \ kvk =\ kv\ (and v,. in vis replaced in
v'
by two strictly smaller positive integer
components the sum to v,.).
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Proposition 3:
Let T be the adjacency matrix of an irreducible FSTD 77, and assume that the all-l's
vector is not a (r,n)-approximate eigenvector. Let v be a positive (r,)-approximate
eigenvector. Then there is a basic v -consistent splitting of
77'
.
The State-SplittingAlgorithm can be summarized as follows: :
1) Find a deterministic FSTD G (or, more generally, an FSTD with finite local
anticipation) which represents the given constrained system S (most constrained
systems have a natural deterministic representation that is used to describe them in
the first place).
2) Find the adjacency matrix A = A(G) of G .
3) Compute the capacity C(S) as log2 of the largest eigenvalue X(A) of A .
4) Select a desired code rate p : q satisfying
C(5) > ^
(one usually wants to keep p , q relatively small for complexity reasons).
5) Construct Gq .
6) Using the approximate eigenvector algorithm, find an (A9,2^-approximate
eigenvector v.
7) Eliminate all states i with v, = 0, and restrict to an irreducible sink component 77 if
necessary.
8) Find a basic v -consistent partition for some state in 77 .
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9) Find the basic v -consistent state splitting corresponding to this partition, creating
FSTD 77' and approximate eigenvector v' .
10) Iterate steps 8) and 9) until obtained a graph 77 with minimum outdegree at least 2P .
A
11) At each state of 77, delete all but 2" outgoing edges and tag these edges with the
binary p -blocks, one for each edge.
4.2 State Merging
After state splitting, the new FSTD
77' has some extent, it is messy having to deal with
the large number of states that may arise which is not efficient to implement in real life.
In practice, it is often desirable to design an encoder FSTD with the smallest possible
number of states. For this purpose the state merging algorithm has been generated [21].
Consider an arbitrary FSTD. A partial ordering < can be imposed on the states of the
FSTD by consideration of follower sets. For a state i we specify that i < j if
F(i) cz F(j) where e denotes set inclusion. This partial ordering of sets was used by
[22].
We generalize the merging operation in terms of the partial ordering. Let G be an FSTD
and let / , j be two states. Assume i<j; that is the follower sets F(i) and F(j)
F(i) cz F(j). The (i , j) merger of G is the FSTD 77 obtained from G by the follow
steps:
1) eliminating all edges in Ep the edges emanating from state j ;
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2) redirecting into state i all remaining edges coming into state j ;
3) eliminating the state j .
The proposition 5 [21] shows how we can states by merging:
Proposition 5:
Let G be an FSTD, with a ( T, n )-approximate eigenvectoe v, and let i and j be states
in G satisfying:
a) i < j [that is, F(i) e F( /)], and
b) v i = v j .
Let 77 denote the ( i, j )-merger of G . Then:
1) the set of sequences generated by 77 is a subset of he sequences generated by G ; and
2) the vector w with w-k = v-k for all vertices k of 77 is an ( A(77), n )-approximate
eigenvector.
Example 4-6: Using Example 3-3, the FSTD is shown as Figure 3-4, since capacity
C = 1 . 154, choose p = 1, q = 1, code rate 7? = p I q = 1
The approximate eigenvectors v = [l,2,2,l]r ,
From FSTD, we have: E0 = {0}, ,= {0,1,2,3}, E2 ={0,1,2,3}, E3={ 1,2,3}
State 0: weight = 1
edge label terminate state edge weight
0 1 2
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State 1: weight = 2
edge label terminate state edge weight
0 1 2
1 0 1
2 0 1
3 0 1
State 2: weight = 2
edge label terminate state edge weight
0 3 2
1 0 1
2 0 1
3 0 1
State 3: weight = 1
edge label terminate state edge weight
0
0
0
According to merge condition, since v, = v2 = 2 and E2 e Ex, State 1 can be merged to
State 2. The new eigenvector is v' = [l,2,l]r , after merging the sub-FSTD graph is shown
in Figure 4-8:
Figure 4-8. After merge the (4,1,3) constraint.
After merge or splitting, we should alway check if AV>
2pv'
.
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4.3 Examples of State Splitting andMerging
Example 4-7: Using Example 3-2, (M,d,k ) = (2,1,3), capacity C = 0.5515, choose
p = 1 , q =2, code rate 7? = p I q = 1 / 2 . The FSTD of this constraint is shown in Figure
3-2. The second power of FSTD is shown in Figure 3-3.
eigenvector v =
[l,l,l,0]r
, State 3 has weight 0, according to approximate eigenvector
algorithm, State 3 can be deleted, the sub-FSTD 77 determined by v shown in Figure 4-
9,
Figure 4-9. The (2,1,3) encoder.
the new eigenvector v'=
[l,l,l]r
Since State 1 and State 2 have identical following sets, we merge the two states to State 1,
it is shown in Figure 4-10.
1 10
o)-01 CI
00
Figure 4-10. Merger of RLL (2,1,3) encoder.
We obtain the rate 1:2 encoder , shown in Figure 4-11, that is the final FSTD.
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1/01
(T
0/
1/01
o/oo
Figure 4-11. The finite FSTD of (2,1,3) encoder.
Exapmle 4-8: (M,d,k) = (4,3,4), capacity C = 0.5807, choose p = 1, q = 2, code rate
R = P I ? = 1 / 2 , the FSTD is shown in Figure 4-12, the adjacency matrix is
T =
0 10 0
0"
0 0 10 0
0 0 0 10
3 0 0 0 1
3 0 0 0 0
^
0
^
0
Figure 4-12. The (4,3,4) constraint.
The second power of T s FSTD as shown Figure 4-13.
Figure 4-13. Second power of FSTD in Figure 4-12.
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T2
=
0 0 10
0 0 0 10
3 0 0 0 1
3 3 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0
the eigenvector v =
[l,l,2,2,l]y
, T2v > 2v ,
From FSTD, we have: E0 = {00}, , = {00}, E2={03, 00}, E3={03, 30}, 4={30}
State 0: weight = 1
edge label terminate state edge weight
00 2 2
State 1: weight = 1
edge label terminate state edge weight
00 3 2
State 2: weight = 2
edge label terminate state edge weight
00 4 1
01 0 1
02 0 1
03 0 1
State 3: weight = 2
edge label terminate state edge weight
00 0 1
02 0 1
03 0 1
10 1 1
20 1 1
30 1 1
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State 4: weight = 2
edge label terminate state edge weight
10
20
30
Step 1: State 2 and State 3 have weight 2, split v2 to v2 + v2 , v\ = v2 = 1
split v3 to v\ +
v2
,
V31
=
v32
= 1 ,
then, E0 = {00, 00}, Ex= {00, 00}, E\ = {01, 02},
E2
= {03, 00},
'={01,02} , E2 = {30}, E4={30}.
01,02
10,20,30
Figure 4-14. The splitting graph of (4,3,4) constraint.
v'
=
[l,l,l,l,l,l,l]r
State 0: weight = 1
edge label terminate state edge weight
00 2.0 1
00 2.1 1
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State 1: weight =1
edge label terminate state edge weight
00 3.0 1
00 3.1 1
State 2.0: weight = 1
edgejabel__ terminate state edge weight
01
02
0
0
1
1
State 2.1: weight = 1
edge label terminate state edge weight
00
03
4
0
1
1
State 3.0: weight = 1
edge label terminate state edge weight
01
02
0
0
1
1
State 3.1: weight = 1
edge label terminate state edge weight
03 0 1
10 1 1
20 1 1
30 1 1
State 4: weight = 1
edgelabe^ terminate state edge weighty
10
"'""
1 1
'""
20 1 1
30 1 1
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Step 2: merging State 21 to State 31 , State 32 to State 4,
we have the finite FSTD:
Figure 4-15. The finite FSTD of (4,3,4) encoder.
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have described state splitting algorithm for design efficient M -ary
( d, k ) code, and given some examples to demonstrate how to construct M -ary ( d, k )
code by using Adler's state splitting algorithm.
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Chapter 5
Software Design
5.1 Architecture Design
The software package had been developed on the PC Microsoft Windows 3.1 platform.
The development tools used were Microsoft Visual C++ 1.52 and Borland C++ 4.0. No
source code needs to be changed between these two tools.
state double linked list
/
StateNode 1 ^ ' *r StateNode 2 ^ mf StateNode 3 \ ,,*\ )* *k ) *
EdgeNode 1 EdgeNode 1 EdgeNode 1
? ? ?
EdgeNode 2 EdgeNode 2 EdgeNode 2
A ?t * ^.^
EdgeNode 3 edge double linked list EdgeNode 3
Figure 5-1. The Design ofRLL Software
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The Figure 5-1 shows a sample of the structure of a State List. Each State is contained in
a State Node. Each Edge is contained in a Edge Node. The State Nodes are linked each
other in a double linked list, which is called State List. The Edge Nodes attached to the
State are linked in a double linked list also, which is called Edge List. In this software
package there are six basic overall C++ objected oriented data types. Their C++ class
name are TState, TStateNode, TStateList, TEdge, TEdgeNode and TEdgeList. They
represent State, State Node, State List, Edge, Edge Node and Edge List respectively. The
following are their class structures:
class TState
1
int iSplitTimes;
char szTitle[MAX_STATENAME_LEN+ 1 ] ;
int iWeight;
int iEdgeNumber;
TEdgeList* pEdgeList;
TStateNode* pStateNode;
public:
TState();
TState(int iStWeight);
TState(TState* pSt);
~TState();
int GetWeight() { return iWeight; }
int GetSplifTimesO { return iSplitTimes; }
TEdgeList* GetEdgeList() { return pEdgeList; }
int SetEdgeList(TEdgeList* pE) {pEdgeList = pE; return 1; }
BOOL SetWeight(int iStWeight) { iWeight = iStWeight; return TRUE; }
BOOL SetSplitTimes(int iTimes) { iSplitTimes = iTimes; return TRUE; }
int GetTotalEdgeWeight();
BOOL GetTitle(char* szBuf, int iBufSize);
BOOL SetTitle(char* IpszTitle);
BOOL SetEdgeNum(int iNum) { iEdgeNumber=iNum; return TRUE; }
int SetEdgeNum(void);
int GefEdgeNum() {return iEdgeNumber;}
BOOL InifEdges(TStateNode* IpSn, int d, int k);
void DisplayO;
TEdgeList* SplitOutAssignedEdges(
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int
int
TStateNode*
int
int
int
};
INPUT_STR_UNiT *lpAssignedEdges,
int iNumOfEdges,
int p);
Split( INPUT_STR_UNIT *lpAssignedEdges,
int iNumOfEdges,
int p, int n, int iNth, int iNewStateWeight);
SetNodefTStateNode* pSn) {pStateNode=pSn; return 1;}
GetNode(void) {return pStateNode;}
ProcessInEdgesAfterSplit(TStateNode* pNewSplited) ;
ProcessOutEdgesToSplited( TStateNode* pBeingSplited,
TStateNode* pNewSplited);
ProcessStateMerge( TStateNode* pDeleting,
TStateNode* pMergingTo);
class TStateNode
r1
TStateNode *pNext;
TStateNode *pPrev;
int iLabel;
Tstate* pStateData;
TStateList* pStateList;
public:
TStateNode();
TStateNode(TState *pState);
~TStateNode();
Tstate*GetState() { return pStateData; }
SetState(TState* pS) { pStateData=pS; return 1;}
GetPrev() { return pPrev; }
GetNext() { return pNext; }
AppendNode(TStateNode*pNewNode);
DeleteNode(TStateNode* pNewNode) ;
AppendToEnd(TStateNode* pNewNode) ;
InsertNode(TStateNode* pNewNode);
SetLabel(int i) {iLabel = i; return TRUE;}
GetLabel() {return iLabel;}
DisplayO {pStateData->Display(); }
InitEdges(int d, int k);
int
TStateNode*
TStateNode*
TStateNode*
TStateNode*
TStateNode*
BOOL
BOOL
int
void
BOOL
TStateNode* GetFirstNode();
int GefWeight();
int SetList(TStateList* pList) {pStateList=pList;return 1 ; }
TStateList* GetList(void) {return pStateList;}
};
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class TEdge
{
int
char
TStateNode*
int
BOOL
iLabel;
szTitle[MAX_EDGENAME_LEN+ 1 ] ;
pTerminState;
iWeight;
blSplitStatus;
public:
TEdge();
TEdge(TEdge* pEdge);
int GefWeight();
BOOL GetTitle(char *lpszBuf) { strcpy(lpszBuf, szTitle) ; return TRUE; }
BOOL SetTitle(char *lpszBuf){strcpy(szTitle,lpszBuf); return TRUE; }
TStateNode* GetTerminState() { return pTerminState; }
int GetLabelO {return iLabel;}
BOOL GetSplitStatus() {return blSplitStatus;}
BOOL SetWeight(int i) { iWeight=i; return TRUE; }
BOOL SetTerminState(TStateNode* IpSn)
{pTerminState=lpSn; return TRUE;}
BOOL SetSlpitStatus(BOOL blS) {blSplitStatus=blS; return TRUE; }
BOOL SetLabel(int iL) { iLabel=iL; return TRUE; }
void Display();
};
class TEdgeNode
{
TEdgeNode* pNext;
TEdgeNode* pPrev;
Tedge* pEdgeData;
int iLabel;
public:
TEdgeNode(TEdge* pEdge);
~TEdgeNode();
int GetWeight() { return pEdgeData->GetWeight() ; }
TEdgeNode* GetNext() {return pNext;}
TEdgeNode* GetPrev() {return pPrev;}
Tedge*GetEdge() {return pEdgeData;}
int GetLabel() {return iLabel;}
BOOL AppendNode(TEdgeNode* pNew);
void DisplayO;
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BOOL SetLabel(int iL) { iLabel=iL; return TRUE; }
};
class TEdgeList
{
TEdgeNode* pStartNode;
public:
TEdgeList(TEdge* pEdge);
~TEdgeList();
BOOL AddEdge(TEdge* pEdge);
int GetTotalWeight();
void DisplayO;
int GetAssignedEdges( TEdgeList **lplpNewList,
INPUT_STR_UNIT *lplnputs,
int iNumOfEdges);
int DeleteNode(TEdgeNode* pNodeToDelete);
TEdgeNode* GetEdgeNodeByTitle(char *lpszTitleToSearch);
int GetAssignedEdgesTotalWeight(
INPUT_STR_UNIT *lplnputs,
int iNumOfEdgesToAssign);
TEdgeNode* GetStarfNode() {return pStartNode;}
int SetStartNode(TEdgeNode* pn) {pStartNode=pn;return 1 ; }
int GetTotalEdgeNumberO;
};
Each State has an EdgeList. There is a Terminate State in each Edge. An Edge connects
two State. It has only one direction, which is always from one State to another State. The
Terminate State is the State where the Edge points to. If an Edge is pointing to a State, the
Edge is called an incoming Edge of this State. If an Edge is leaving a State, it is called an
outgoing Edge of the State. Every State has a weight, which is initialized when d, k, M, p
and q are entered by user. The weight of an Edge means the weight of its terminate State.
If a State is deleted, all the Edges whose Terminate State is this State should be deleted
also.
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5.2 Running the Software
There are 5 choices in the main menu:
1. Split a State;
2. Merge States;
3. Delete a State;
4. Display the whole State List;
99. Exit
Before the Main menu appears, the State list should be created. An user will be asked to
enter d, k, M first. The capacity C is gained based on those three values. Then the user
will be asked for p and q. The channel rate 7? = p/q. R should be less than C (7? < Q.
Otherwise the user will be asked to choose right p and q. When the right p and q are
obtained, the transmission matrix can created. Based on the transmission matrix, the
weight of each State is initialized. At this time, the whole State list will be displayed on
the screen. The information of each State will be shown as State label, State weight,
number of edges and the information of each edge which includes Edge title, Edge weight
and Terminate State. The Main menu is shown then.
Split a State:
State Splitting means splitting a State i to i0, ix, ...,iN_x States, replicating all the edges
terminating to State i to State i0, ix, ...,iN_x splitting the edges starting at State i to State
/0 , ix , ..., iN_x , making sure each new state has the total edge weight >2P . The user will
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be asked to enter which state is being splitted to (State i ), how many states the State i
will be splitted into, then asked to assign state weight for new states, and assign the edges
to the new states.
Merge a State:
State Merging means redirecting all the Edges terminating to State i to another State j ,
than deleting State i . It is called merging State i to State / . The user will be asked to
enter which state is being merged to (State ). Then which State is being deleted (State
/ ). If the condition of merging is satisfied. State A will be deleted and the new State list
information will be shown on the screen. Otherwise error message will be displayed.
Example 5-1. We use Example 3-3 as an example here, (M,d,k ) = (4,1,3), by running
the executable file, we get the steps as follow:
Enter d ... 1
Enter k ... 3
EnterM ... 4
matrix:
0100
3010
3001
3000
The capacity C = 1.154230
The channel rate R should less than capacity C
(R = p/q) < C
Please choose p ....1
Please choose q ....1
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R= 1.000000
The transission matrix is
0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
max_eigen_value = 2
v= 1 2 2 1
StateO
Weight= 1 Number of Edges= 1
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=0 EdgeLabel=0 EdgeWeight=2
Terminate State = State 1
State 1
Weight= 2 Number of Edges= 4
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=0 EdgeLabel=0 EdgeWeight=2
Terminate State = State2
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=l EdgeLabel=l EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode2:
EdgeTitle=2 EdgeLabel=2 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode3:
EdgeTitle=3 EdgeLabel=3 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
State2
Weight= 2 Number of Edges= 4
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=0 EdgeLabel=0 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = State3
EdgeNode1:
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EdgeTitle=l EdgeLabel=l EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode2:
EdgeTitle=2 EdgeLabel=2 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode3:
EdgeTitle=3 EdgeLabel=3 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
State3
Weight= 1 Number ofEdges= 3
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=l EdgeLabel=l EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=2 EdgeLabel=2 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode2:
EdgeTitle=3 EdgeLabel=3 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
Main Menu
1. Split a State;
2. Merge States;
3. Delete a State;
4. Display Whole State List;
99.Exit;
Please Enter a number to chose:[l, 2, 3, 4, 99]
2
Please enter a state name to merge to [Enter 99 to exit merging]:
State2
Please enter a state name to be deleted [Enter 99 to exit merging]:
State 1
StateO
Weight= 1 Number ofEdges= 1
EdgeNodeO:
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EdgeTitle=0 EdgeLabel=0
Terminate State = State2
EdgeWeight=2
State2
Weight= 2 Number of Edges= 4
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=0 EdgeLabel=0
Terminate State = State3
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=l EdgeLabel=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode2:
EdgeTitle=2 EdgeLabel=2
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode3:
EdgeTitle=3 EdgeLabel=3
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeWeight=l
EdgeWeight=l
EdgeWeight=l
EdgeWeight=l
State3
Weight= 1 Number of Edges= 3
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=l EdgeLabel=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=2 EdgeLabel=2
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode2:
EdgeTitle=3 EdgeLabel=3
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeWeight=l
EdgeWeight=l
EdgeWeight=l
Main Menu
1. Split a State;
2. Merge States;
3. Delete a State;
4. DisplayWhole State List;
99.Exit;
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Please Enter a number to chose:[l, 2, 3, 4, 99]
1
Please enter a state name to split the state[Enter 99 to stop spiking]:
State2
How many state would you want the state be splited into?
2
Please assign state weight for new state: [99 to exit] 1
Please enter the titles of edges you like to assign to new state
[99 to exit]
2,3
StateO
Weight= 1 Number of Edges= 2
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=00 EdgeLabel=0 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = State2.0
EdgeNode1:
EdgeTitle=01 EdgeLabel=0 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = State2.1
State2.0
Weight= 1 Number ofEdges= 2
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=0 EdgeLabel=0 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = State3
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=l EdgeLabel=l EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
State2.1
Weight= 1 Number ofEdges= 2
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=2 EdgeLabel=2 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=3 EdgeLabel=3 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
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State3
Weight= 1 Number of Edges= 3
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=l EdgeLabel=l EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=2 EdgeLabel=2 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode2:
EdgeTitle=3 EdgeLabel=3 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
Main Menu
1. Split a State;
2. Merge States;
3. Delete a State;
4. Display Whole State List;
99.Exit;
Please Enter a number to chose:[l, 2, 3, 4, 99]
2
Please enter a state name to merge to[Enter 99 to exit merging]:
State2.1
Please enter a state name to be deleted [Enter 99 to exit merging]:
State3
StateO
Weight= 1 Number of Edges= 2
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=00 EdgeLabel=0 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = State2.0
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=01 EdgeLabel=0 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = State2.1
State2.0
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Weight= 1 Number ofEdges= 2
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=0 EdgeLabel=0 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = State2. 1
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=l EdgeLabel=l EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
State2.1
Weight= 1 Number of Edges= 2
EdgeNodeO:
EdgeTitle=2 EdgeLabel=2 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
EdgeNode 1:
EdgeTitle=3 EdgeLabel=3 EdgeWeight=l
Terminate State = StateO
99
Main Menu
1. Split a State;
2. Merge States;
3. Delete a State;
4. Display Whole State List;
99.Exit;
Please Enter a number to chose:[l, 2, 3, 4, 99]
Thank you for using RLL software!
5.3 Conclusion
In this chapter we describled the RLL software design and the functionality of this
software. We can design a graphic user interface software which displays the final FSTD
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for the (M,d,k) constraint by using the output ofRLL software for the future work, also
we can improve the RLL software by allowing multistate splitting at the same time.
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